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3A

Savings Mechanisms

3
Discussion: Savings

Mechanisms

What's important? How to recognize?

What's "important" to include in recognition?
3B

Prioritize Savings Mechanisms

20 minutes

15 minutes

Set back and set up when possible

The Parking

Charging Lot

This is very simple to track, but very

hard to know if its really saving energy

Anything missing?

Could also just check if the unit knows

about occupancy and sleep/wake

Could also check for intelligent recovery

from setback

Keep controlled AC and HP in lower

capacity states when possible

"When possible" can be tricky

In some cases, may not save energy,

but usually will

Related: temperature at which system

starts running uninterrupted for long

periods of time (not including defrost)

Avoid short cycling

Related: when cycling to maintain temp,

come back on at lower capacity

Related, evaluating design for

multi-splits: Can compressor deliver

low enough capacity for single indoor

head?  Do indoor heads coordinate?

Set back and set up when possible

Fan control

Avoid short cycling

Lockout Temperatures

Humidity Control

CANDIDATE SAVINGS MECHANISMS

Fan control

Lockout temperatures

Issues to consider with Mechanisms to Explore Further?

Energy Savings

"Fairness" between vendors

Feasibility & Reliability

Participant views on savings mechanisms to focus on 
4A

Participant Poll

4
Workshop Part 1

Wrap-up

Capturing workshop participant

questions and responses

The Parking

Charging Lot

Review Part 1, Add thoughts, Prepare for part 2, Monday April

6th

4B
What's Next?

10 minutes

5 minutes

Keep controlled AC and HP in lower

capacity states when possible

Attendees will receive a follow-up E-mail:

Link to Notes: Workshop discussion

notes will be "locked" but you can

review and add your own thoughts, or

follow-up through e-mail

Monday, what to expect: A deeper dive

into discussion around viable concepts

to explore for savings metric(s) and

approach to recognition 

Proposals Welcome! If you have an

approach to the savings metric you

would like to include for discussion in

part 2, Let us know!  You can even have

time on the agenda

Different mechanisms for

different equipment types

may be necessary

Planned Discussion Topics for Monday

Metrics for Chosen Savings

Mechanisms: Futher discussion of how

to construct metrics for the most

favored savings mechanisms

Can we design a controls + HVAC

program?:  Considerations and ideas

for a program that recognizes systems

instead of just controls.  Product

families will be critical.

Definitions:  Refine definition of

communicating controller, or of system

if we end up going that way

Attendees will receive a follow-up E-mail:

.gov

Other spec criteria that need

adjustment:  If other criteria (e.g.

standby power) need adjustment to

accommodate communicating

controllers 

Actual savings are significant in each

home and/or apply to every home so

that the total savings are significant

Some products on the market are

significantly better at it than others

Affected by control strategies and algorithms

Able to be examined with either prescriptive

requirements (better to avoid) or with data

as we’ve talked about it

Can identify a reasonable

baseline to compare data to

Zoned Systems

Possible to

improve

short cycling

capacity

No over

condition.  Bad

for comfort.

Consumer will

adjust

thermostat

That has been my entire question when first learning

about EnergyStar for communicating controls when it

related to variable speed equipment.  The reason for this

question is that the control in our system is embeded in

the unit and not the thermostat.  It has to be the entire

system or it is not going to provide any meaningful metric.

Would like to

figure out a

way to put

together a

combination

Avoid overshoot, avoid oscillation in

delivered capacity.

Cycles can

be on/off or

low or high

capacity

Fan control may be related to humidity

control.  Too much air does not remove

humidity

Would like to

understand

more on this

Need to know what is being controlled and

what the interaction is (savings) is when used

with the different systems. What is gained or

not when using same conrol (t-stat) across

different sytem types

Demand limits on compressor 

Total

energy

draw

Different

compressors

draw different

amounts of

power

demand =

speed of

compresso

r

Responses to doing

controls and systems

together, or separate?

Should do together

Combined is the way to go

might be more confusing for

consumers to do BOTH controls and

HVAC, too many options 

Thoughts

maybe controls at the tstat OR

controls in the HVAC, but controls

eitherway

Should a unit be allowed to overcondition instead

of cycling?

Savings mechanism - Good humidity

control

avoid mode changes 

yes, extreme cases

of poor control

could result in shift

from cooling to

heating mode or

vice versa

Most energy

used in core

changes but

unclear if all

savings are in

extremes

yes, added

consider time-of-use electricty rates

If consumer cost is

considered instead

of energy then a

different approach

js needed

CEC is pushing

to flatten the

duck curve with

HVAC setpoints

Remove auto

mode setting

(heating,

cooling ,auto)

Performance

during shoulder

day (non-core) is

useful predictor for

equipment

controls design.

Dave -

compressor

speeds will be

mfr specific,

wide range

AHRI 1380 has

provisions to

control system

demand in

steps..

DR moreso

than EE

Same strategy

as lower

capacity as

much as

possible

Link to

voting form

Feedback

wanted!

Set back and

set up when

possible: 13

Keep AC/HP

in lower

capacity

staes: 19

Avoid Short

Cycling: 12

Fan

Control: 12

Lockout

Tmperatures:

8

Zone

Systems: 9

Humidity

Control: 9

Other Mechanisms: 

Validate max

capacity

against

outdoor

design

Minimize

parasitic

loads

Follow best

design/load

calc

Occupancy

based

demand

control

Automatically

detecting

occupancy

Proper

control/

tightness to

the unit

setpoint

estimate in the

field SEER/HSPF

at max load,

core, shoulder

seasons

What do

you think? 

DOUBLE-CLICK TO

FOLLOW THE LINK

Link to poll:  https://forms.gle/swNcgrrXKTBGzhXz9

Initial Workshop Survey Results

19

5 10 15

13

12

12

9

9

8

Savings Refinement: Possible to

identify and filter out dehumidification

related activity during cooling? 

see Part 2 for

discussion of

product

grouping and

families

Especially if

device is

designed to

predict outdoor

weather.

setting up AC

setpoints in the

afternoon and

coasting

through the

evening.

Fan

Control
Humidity and Fan control can go hand in

hand. Good Humidity control can provide

similar comfort at higher ID set points.

Airflow should be well matched to system

operation/capacity to provide Humidity

control. 

The fan on every system affects humidity

control. Always

Short

Cycling
Brief

overcooling to

find moderate

capacity may

make sense

Could be some savings for multistage if the

system is not properly sized. Oversizing can

use more energy if the homeowner raises the

thermostat to counteract short cycling.

Part 1 
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Abi Daken, EPA 
1A The Existing Connected Thermostat Specification and What Do We Need in a Metric? 

1 
Q & A: Context and

Background

Capturing workshop participant

questions and responses 

The Parking

Charging Lot 

Dave Winningham, Lennox
1B Variable Capacity HVAC Technology 

Is your analysis applicable to

mostly variable capacity CAC/HP, 
or to modulating furnaces as

well? 
Modulating

isn't a large

energy

savings

feature 

10 minutes 

5 minutes 

Abi Daken, EPA 
2A Scope of this Discussion 

2 Discussion: Scope &

Context Setting

Provide clarity and guidance 

1:many multi-splits

(how to deal with zoning?) 

Abi Daken, EPA 
2B Context-Setting Questions 

10 minutes 

15 minutes 

Communicating controls, assumed but not required to be

proprietary, with 2-way digital communication between the

control and the controlled equipment.  

Does not assume that the “control”

is all in one piece of equipment. 

POSSIBLY a system of controls and HVAC 

The Parking

Charging Lot 

Equipment subcategories may need to be treated

differently: 

Modulating fossil fuel fired

heating equipment (warm

air furnaces, possibly

boilers if we can ignore

zoning) 

Variable capacity centrally ducted

compressor-based heating and cooling

(CAC, air source heat pumps, GHP)

and 1:1 mini-splits with separate

controllers 

1:1 mini-splits with

controls inherent to

device

(out of scope?) 

Anything missing? 

What proportion of communicating controllers

are installed with single capacity systems? 

Dual capacity? 

Variable capacity? 

What data do systems generally have

available? 

(Set aside for the moment whether they

are collected in the vendor’s cloud, as

we’re likely to be able to work around

that) 

Of the data available, how much similarity is

there between vendors in terms of the data: 

Meaning? 

Methods? 

Accuracy? 

Q & A:

When will the next spec be released?

Hard to

predict the

future... 

e.g. Indoor 
Temperatur

e 

connectedthermostats@energystar 

What about DHPs with wired t-stats and

where does the manufacturer services like

kumo-cloud? 

Draft 1

hopefully

released in

August 

Then finish

in 2021 ... 

Any new

products can

certify to it

immediately 

Currently certified

Products remain in

the list for 9

months, beginning

2022 

Duel fuel thermostats for

integrating heat pumps and

backup heat 

Can we use a metric that measures deviation of

delivered capacity from calculated load? For example.

is the system poorly controlled (overshoot, oscillation,

mode changes), or is the system well controlled?

Yes.

Hopefully

we can 

That's what

we are here

to talk

about! 

Please feel

free to share

your ideas on

how to do this! 

Kumo is a Virtual

control to link

several ductless

pumps into a

single control 

Two possible

DHP w/wired

configuration

s 
Wired remote has

more control

decision making

compared to

wireless 

Slide 10 - what about matching stats

with compressor technology? 

Logical functions of

control can be

located in the

controlled hvac

system, in between

or the box 

Need to find a

way to define

"a control" to

cover all

instances 

Expect to

include it 

What about thermostats which are being utilized

as a GUI for adjusting the unit setpoint/schedule

and providing the space temperature and

humidity but all control algorithms are located in

the HVAC equipment? 

certify the

control

wherever it is

located 

similar to

centrally

ducted

system with a

controller 

What is the market share estimate for VCHP systems

compared to convetional systems? Is it large enough

that manufacturers would go to the trouble to have

their proprietary stats certified? 

How do you see this discussion

overlapping with "integrated control"

functionality that optimize across

mulitple HVAC systems? 

Heat pumps

with ER

backup are

analyzed 

Installations

wired for

duel fuel are

difficult to

analyze 

Information can

be available on

QPL. Needs

more thought 

Manufacturers

can type in the

stats 

Based on MFR

interest we

seem likely to

be able to take

it on... 

There seems to

be a need

based on

market installs 

We can

give you

time on

Monday... 

A physical thermostat may not be

required for app controlled units - this

is slightly different than the T-Stat as a

GUI only in the previous question 

Will the baseline be better served by a

variable capacity system with a model of

'poor' or 'standard' control strategy?.

Would there be a value in having both? 

Value in

having

both 

Baseline

depends on

metric we

plan to use 

Very similar

to GHP

with a

remote 

Logically

same as

app

controlled 

Connectivity

loss as a

safety

concern 

what about unitary cold climate HPs

that do not require electric backup

heating

We might

end up

talking

about it 

How about systems with gas for

heating and electric for cooling? 

Yes! No

Problem :) 

We analyze

the heating

and cooling

seperately 

based on

samples of

installation

s 

On the calculated load, how is this derived? t-stat logic

delivered capacity vs calculated load. - how is the load

calculated? This was mentioned on an earlier slide 

Need

clarification on

which part of

the spec this is

asking about 

May need

to  come

back to this 

How will ground-source

heat pumps be covered? 

look at which

ones have

each, and tstats

can be in one,

or the other or

both 

Already in

the spec 

analyzed the

same as for

any other

installation 

may fit model

better, as

efficiency

independent of

outdoor temp 

WiIl there be multiple path ways to certification such as

when capability is built on to the (1) thermostat or (2)

the unit itself or (3) combination of unit & thremostat?

Current spec

defines product

family as those

that share the

"same basic

savings

mechanism" 

Combination of

algorithms by

service provider

and physical

device 

Additional

products can

be added to

the product

family 

CB determines

if the savings

mechanisms

are same 

For the chart of capacity bins run

time, is this averaged over many

installations? Is it one or a few

representative? Is at all climates? 

1000's of

installations

from around

the country 

Have you run a savings

estimate from humidity

control + temp comfort

adjustment in heating /

cooling? Very cool, thank

you for the presentation. 

Do the simulations include

conduction and leakage from

the duct systems?  What sort

of assumptions about

distribution efficiency are

being made? 

Will there be different tiers of energy

star certification, based on significant

differentiation in energy savings 

Is there any work being done on an

open communication protocol that

would get us away from manufacturer

by manufacturer proprietary controls

for communicating t-stats? 

Questions asked afterwards: 

External to the

equipment work

being done on

standardization

of protocols 

Manufacturers

can contribute

on internal

communications 

Generally

proprietary

controls 

it *is* a big

part of

comfort 

Similar

analysis can

be done for

heat pumps 

dataset from

5500

systems

across the

country 

Variable

capacity 

SEER and HSPF already capture the

advantages of variable capacity. What

additional from a controls program is

being proposed? Setback benefits? 

We will be

talking

more about

this 

there are

questions to

explore around

whether the

savings are

realized 

What affect does poor duct

performance have? For example

in retrofit applications. 

In the architecture slide, is the

thermostat or equipment itself

cloud connected, or both? 

Solid reasons

from

manufacturers

for proprietary

UI 

It's in the

LCC 

Has impact

on any

installation 

var. capacity

eq could  be 
impacted

more... 

Reduces air

flows. 

WOULD LIKE

CLARIFICATIO

N ON THAT... 

Performance

optimization,

Diagnostics,

Proper

configuration and

operational

characteristics 

it would be

difficult to

move away

from those

optimizations

it would be

difficult to

move away

from those

optimizations 

might be

possible, but

hard for non

MFRs to

optimize  to the

same level 

a good install,

well-sealed

ducts,  key to

optimizing any

HVAC system 

Not answered in alotted time: 

Open functions/control that

support the CTA2045

standard 

Single and Dual Capacity

equipment with communicating

controls

What about ducted zoning with

communicating controls/thermostats?...

Variable capacity forced air hydronic heating

Fan coil

units? 

Hydronic

coil on

main fain? 

How

different is

it? 

Do combi-systems (air handler with water

heater combined) need to be considered? 

We haven't

looked at

Combi

systems 

About 30%

boilers sold

provide

domestic hot

water 

How about electric resistive baseboard or

electric radiant floor heating systems? 

These

systems

controlled

by LVT 

As long as

LVT are in

scope they

can be

certified 

yes we have

considered

taking that

on 

I am interested

in working with

a group who

would do so 

doesn't need

to be

communicatin

g. 

Why is zoning being considered out of

scope when it is so highly effective at

reducing energy usage? 

Because we

haven't

figured out

HOW yet. 

It introduced

a large

market

distortion 

Dont want

people to

put ES

label 

It is unclear what the efficiency impact

of non-communicating is for duel fuel

integrated controls 

For Lennox Zoning can be applied to single stage, 
two stage and fully variable systems. Both

communicating and non-communicating.

Answer to

integrated

control 
Zoned

systems =

what % of

market? 

Zoned systems = what % of market? 

Clarification:

"What  % of

installs are

used with

CTs 

some may have

been confused -

the question did

not include

'communicating'

thermostats 

everyone is

answering

from their own

brand's

standpoint 

Generally variable

speed equipment will

step through capacity

base on run time and

not a signal from the

thermostat 

fault codes Run time 
Fan run

times 

Setpoints 
Indoor

airflow 
Operational

mode 

Energy

use? Not

sure 

compressor

speed/%

capacity 

Zip code 

Local

outdoor

temperatur

e 

capacity

operating

rate 

Aux heat

lockout 

Humidity 

Do we

know

speed ? 

usable

even if

estimates 

as long as

cross-vendor

estimates are

similarly

reliable 

how do we

qualify the

accuracy of

energy use

estimates? 

Modes:

Home,

away etc. 

use of aux

heat 

Compressor

speed for

AC, firing

rate on gas

equipment 

need lab

testing to

know... 

Cold temp

compressor

lockout 

System

defrost

mode as

percentage

of run time 

Presence

of a

reversing

valve 

Zone

temperature

s 

Occupancy

sensor

feedback

(sometimes,

depends on

how coded) 

known for

each zone? 

Intended question: of

communicating

thermostat installations,

what % are with each

type of equipment? 

To be clear:

exclusion of

communicating

controls for ducted

systems introduced

large market

distortion 

same thing 

Could be

either 

This

analysis

was done

with CAC 

This is

open for

discussion

... 

No... if you

hear of

one, let us

know! 

use simple linear

model of

indoor-outdoor

temp difference

vs HVAC run 
time

SCOPE QUESTIONS 

See Part 2

Discussion

(link below) 

Not

different

tiers 

typically list

performance on

energy

efficiency metric

(e.g. SEER) 

haven't for

smart

t'stats... 

... not sure

higher metric

score above

threshold is

meaningful 

Combinatio

n 

maybe controls at the tstat OR controls in the

HVAC, but controls eitherway 

Energy star software is able to receive

zoned input. the challenge is in

interpreting the results. Hydro-Quebec

(Michael Fournier) ran a proof of

concept a couple years ago. 

see Part 2 for

discussion of

grouping 
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The Existing Connected Thermostat Specification and What Do We Need in a Metric?

1
Q & A: Context and

Background

Capturing workshop participant

questions and responses

Connected Thermostats

Workshop Part 1 -  April 3rd, 2020

Communicating Controls for Variable Capacity HVACThe simple choice for

energy efficiency

ENERGY STAR

The Parking

Charging Lot

Dave Winningham, Lennox
1B

Variable Capacity HVAC Technology

Is your analysis applicable to

mostly variable capacity CAC/HP,

or to modulating furnaces as

well?

Modulating

isn't a large

energy

savings

feature

10 minutes

5 minutes

Abi Daken, EPA
2A

Scope of this Discussion

2
Discussion: Scope &

Context Setting

Provide clarity and guidance

1:many multi-splits

(how to deal with zoning?)

Abi Daken, EPA
2B

Context-Setting Questions

10 minutes

15 minutes

Communicating controls, assumed but not required to be

proprietary, with 2-way digital communication between the

control and the controlled equipment.  

Does not assume that the “control”

is all in one piece of equipment.

POSSIBLY a system of controls and HVAC

The Parking

Charging Lot

Equipment subcategories may need to be treated

differently:

Modulating fossil fuel fired

heating equipment (warm

air furnaces, possibly

boilers if we can ignore

zoning)

Variable capacity centrally ducted

compressor-based heating and cooling

(CAC, air source heat pumps, GHP)

and 1:1 mini-splits with separate

controllers

1:1 mini-splits with

controls inherent to

device

(out of scope?)

Anything missing?

What proportion of communicating controllers

are installed with single capacity systems? 

Dual capacity?

Variable capacity?

What data do systems generally have

available? 

(Set aside for the moment whether they

are collected in the vendor’s cloud, as

we’re likely to be able to work around

that)

Of the data available, how much similarity is

there between vendors in terms of the data:

Meaning?

Methods?

Accuracy?

Q & A:

When will the next spec be released?

Hard to

predict the

future...

Workshop

Participants

59

Total

Count

45%

Brand

Owners

0%

Service

Providers

The Parking

Charging Lot

e.g. Indoor

Temperatur

e

What about DHPs with wired t-stats and

where does the manufacturer services like

kumo-cloud?

Draft 1

hopefully

released in

August

Then finish

in 2021 ...

Any new

products can

certify to it

immediately

Currently certified

Products remain in

the list for 9

months, beginning

2022

13%

EE Program

Sponsor

5%

Certification

Body

38%

Other

Duel fuel thermostats for

integrating heat pumps and

backup heat

Can we use a metric that measures deviation of

delivered capacity from calculated load? For example.

is the system poorly controlled (overshoot, oscillation,

mode changes), or is the system well controlled?

Yes.

Hopefully

we can

That's what

we are here

to talk

about!

Please feel

free to share

your ideas on

how to do this!

Kumo is a Virtual

control to link

several ductless

pumps into a

single control

Two possible

DHP w/wired

configuration

s
Wired remote has

more control

decision making

compared to

wireless

Slide 10 - what about matching stats

with compressor technology?

Logical functions of

control can be

located in the

controlled hvac

system, in between

or the box

Need to find a

way to define

"a control" to

cover all

instances

Expect to

include it

What about thermostats which are being utilized

as a GUI for adjusting the unit setpoint/schedule

and providing the space temperature and

humidity but all control algorithms are located in

the HVAC equipment? 

certify the

control

wherever it is

located

similar to

centrally

ducted

system with a

controller

What is the market share estimate for VCHP systems

compared to convetional systems? Is it large enough

that manufacturers would go to the trouble to have

their proprietary stats certified?

How do you see this discussion

overlapping with "integrated control"

functionality that optimize across

mulitple HVAC systems?

Heat pumps

with ER

backup are

analyzed

Installations

wired for

duel fuel are

difficult to

analyze

Information can

be available on

QPL. Needs

more thought

Manufacturers

can type in the

stats

Based on MFR

interest we

seem likely to

be able to take

it on...

There seems to

be a need

based on

market installs

We can

give you

time on

Monday...

A physical thermostat may not be

required for app controlled units - this

is slightly different than the T-Stat as a

GUI only in the previous question

Will the baseline be better served by a

variable capacity system with a model of

'poor' or 'standard' control strategy?.

Would there be a value in having both?

Value in

having

both

Baseline

depends on

metric we

plan to use

Very similar

to GHP

with a

remote

Logically

same as

app

controlled

Connectivity

loss as a

safety

concern

what about unitary cold climate HPs

that do not require electric backup

heating

We might

end up

talking

about it

How about systems with gas for

heating and electric for cooling?

Yes! No

Problem :)

We analyze

the heating

and cooling

seperately

based on

samples of

installation

s

On the calculated load, how is this derived? t-stat logic

delivered capacity vs calculated load. - how is the load

calculated? This was mentioned on an earlier slide

Need

clarification on

which part of

the spec this is

asking about

May need

to  come

back to this

How will ground-source

heat pumps be covered?

look at which

ones have

each, and tstats

can be in one,

or the other or

both

Already in

the spec

analyzed the

same as for

any other

installation

may fit model

better, as

efficiency

independent of

outdoor temp

WiIl there be multiple path ways to certification such as

when capability is built on to the (1) thermostat or (2)

the unit itself or (3) combination of unit & thremostat?

Current spec

defines product

family as those

that share the

"same basic

savings

mechanism"

Combination of

algorithms by

service provider

and physical

device

Additional

products can

be added to

the product

family

CB determines

if the savings

mechanisms

are same

For the chart of capacity bins run

time, is this averaged over many

installations? Is it one or a few

representative? Is at all climates?

1000's of

installations

from around

the country

Have you run a savings

estimate from humidity

control + temp comfort

adjustment in heating /

cooling? Very cool, thank

you for the presentation.

Do the simulations include

conduction and leakage from

the duct systems?  What sort

of assumptions about

distribution efficiency are

being made?

Will there be different tiers of energy

star certification, based on significant

differentiation in energy savings

Is there any work being done on an

open communication protocol that

would get us away from manufacturer

by manufacturer proprietary controls

for communicating t-stats?

Questions asked afterwards:

External to the

equipment work

being done on

standardization

of protocols

Manufacturers

can contribute

on internal

communications

Generally

proprietary

controls

it *is* a big

part of

comfort

Similar

analysis can

be done for

heat pumps

dataset from

5500

systems

across the

country

Variable

capacity

SEER and HSPF already capture the

advantages of variable capacity. What

additional from a controls program is

being proposed? Setback benefits?

We will be

talking

more about

this

there are

questions to

explore around

whether the

savings are

realized

What affect does poor duct

performance have? For example

in retrofit applications.

In the architecture slide, is the

thermostat or equipment itself

cloud connected, or both?

Solid reasons

from

manufacturers

for proprietary

UI

It's in the

LCC

Has impact

on any

installation

var. capacity

eq could  be

impacted

more...

Reduces air

flows.

WOULD LIKE

CLARIFICATIO

N ON THAT...

Performance

optimization,

Diagnostics,

Proper

configuration and

operational

characteristics

it would be

difficult to

move away

from those

optimizations

it would be

difficult to

move away

from those

optimizations

might be

possible, but

hard for non

MFRs to

optimize  to the

same level

a good install,

well-sealed

ducts,  key to

optimizing any

HVAC system

Not answered in alotted time:

Open functions/control that

support the CTA2045

standard

Single and Dual Capacity

equipment with communicating

controls

What about ducted zoning with

communicating controls/thermostats?...

Variable capacity forced air hydronic heating

Fan coil

units?

Hydronic

coil on

main fain?

How

different is

it?

Do combi-systems (air handler with water

heater combined) need to be considered? 

We haven't

looked at

Combi

systems

About 30%

boilers sold

provide

domestic hot

water

How about electric resistive baseboard or

electric radiant floor heating systems?

These

systems

controlled

by LVT

As long as

LVT are in

scope they

can be

certified

yes we have

considered

taking that

on

I am interested

in working with

a group who

would do so

doesn't need

to be

communicatin

g.

Why is zoning being considered out of

scope when it is so highly effective at

reducing energy usage?

Because we

haven't

figured out

HOW yet.

It introduced

a large

market

distortion

Dont want

people to

put ES

label

It is unclear what the efficiency impact

of non-communicating is for duel fuel

integrated controls

For Lennox Zoning can be applied to single stage,

two stage and fully variable systems. Both

communicating and non-communicating.

Answer to

integrated

control

Zoned

systems =

what % of

market?

Zoned systems = what % of market?

Clarification:

"What  % of

installs are

used with

CTs

some may have

been confused -

the question did

not include

'communicating'

thermostats

everyone is

answering

from their own

brand's

standpoint

Generally variable

speed equipment will

step through capacity

base on run time and

not a signal from the

thermostat

fault codes Run time
Fan run

times

Setpoints
Indoor

airflow

Operational

mode

Energy

use? Not

sure

compressor

speed/%

capacity

Zip code

Local

outdoor

temperatur

e

capacity

operating

rate

Aux heat

lockout

Humidity

Do we

know

speed ?

usable

even if

estimates

as long as

cross-vendor

estimates are

similarly

reliable

how do we

qualify the

accuracy of

energy use

estimates?

Modes:

Home,

away etc.

use of aux

heat

Compressor

speed for

AC, firing

rate on gas

equipment

need lab

testing to

know...

Cold temp

compressor

lockout

System

defrost

mode as

percentage

of run time

Presence

of a

reversing

valve

Zone

temperature

s

Occupancy

sensor

feedback

(sometimes,

depends on

how coded)

known for

each zone?

Intended question: of

communicating

thermostat installations,

what % are with each

type of equipment?

To be clear:

exclusion of

communicating

controls for ducted

systems introduced

large market

distortion

same thing

Could be

either

This

analysis

was done

with CAC

This is

open for

discussion

...

No... if you

hear of

one, let us

know!

use simple linear

model of

indoor-outdoor

temp difference

vs HVAC run

time

SCOPE QUESTIONS

See Part 2

Discussion

(link below)

Not

different

tiers

typically list

performance on

energy

efficiency metric

(e.g. SEER)

haven't for

smart

t'stats...

... not sure

higher metric

score above

threshold is

meaningful

Combinatio

n

maybe controls at the tstat OR controls in the

HVAC, but controls eitherway

Energy star software is able to receive

zoned input. the challenge is in

interpreting the results. Hydro-Quebec

(Michael Fournier) ran a proof of

concept a couple years ago.

see Part 2 for

discussion of

grouping

Part 1

Set back and

set up when

possible: 13 

Keep AC/HP

in lower

capacity

staes: 19 

Avoid Short

Cycling: 12 

Fan

Control: 12 

Lockout 
Tmperatures:

8 

Zone 
Systems: 9 

Humidity

Control: 9 

Other Mechanisms: 

Validate max

capacity

against

outdoor

design 

Minimize

parasitic

loads 

Follow best

design/load

calc 

Occupancy

based

demand

control 

Automatically

detecting

occupancy 

Proper

control/

tightness to

the unit

setpoint 

estimate in the

field SEER/HSPF

at max load,

core, shoulder

seasons 

19 

5 10 15 

13 

12 

12 

9 

9 

8 

Participant Poll 

4 
orkshop Part 1W

Wrap-up

Capturing workshop participant

questions and responses 

4A 
Participant views on savings mechanisms to focus on 

10 minutes 

Link to poll:  https://forms.gle/swNcgrrXKTBGzhXz9 

Initial Workshop Survey Results 

Abi Daken, EPA 
3A Savings Mechanisms 

3 Discussion: Savings

Mechanisms

What's important? How to recognize? 

What's "important" to include in recognition? 
3B Prioritize Savings Mechanisms 

20 minutes 

15 minutes 

Set back and set up when possible 

The Parking

Charging Lot 

This is very simple to track, but very

hard to know if its really saving energy 

Anything missing? 

Could also just check if the unit knows

about occupancy and sleep/wake

Could also check for intelligent recovery

from setback 

Keep controlled AC and HP in lower

capacity states when possible

"When possible" can be tricky

In some cases, may not save energy, 
but usually will

Related: temperature at which system

starts running uninterrupted for long

periods of time (not including defrost) 

Avoid short cycling

Related: when cycling to maintain temp, 
come back on at lower capacity

Related, evaluating design for

multi-splits: Can compressor deliver

low enough capacity for single indoor

head?  Do indoor heads coordinate? 

Set back and set up when possible 

Fan control 

Avoid short cycling 

Lockout Temperatures 

Humidity Control 

CANDIDATE SAVINGS MECHANISMS 

Fan control 

Lockout temperatures 

Issues to consider with Mechanisms to Explore Further?

Energy Savings

"Fairness" between vendors

Feasibility & Reliability 

Keep controlled AC and HP in lower

capacity states when possible 

Different mechanisms for

different equipment types

may be necessary 

Actual savings are significant in each

home and/or apply to every home so

that the total savings are significant 

Some products on the market are

significantly better at it than others 

Affected by control strategies and algorithms

Able to be examined with either prescriptive

requirements (better to avoid) or with data

as we’ve talked about it 

Can identify a reasonable

baseline to compare data to 

Zoned Systems 

Possible to

improve

short cycling

capacity 

No over

condition.  Bad

for comfort.

Consumer will

adjust

thermostat 

That has been my entire question when first learning

about EnergyStar for communicating controls when it

related to variable speed equipment.  The reason for this

question is that the control in our system is embeded in

the unit and not the thermostat.  It has to be the entire

system or it is not going to provide any meaningful metric.

Would like to

figure out a

way to put

together a

combination 

Avoid overshoot, avoid oscillation in

delivered capacity. 

Cycles can

be on/off or

low or high

capacity 

Fan control may be related to humidity

control.  Too much air does not remove 
humidity 

Would like to

understand

more on this 

Need to know what is being controlled and

what the interaction is (savings) is when used

with the different systems. What is gained or

not when using same conrol (t-stat) across

different sytem types 

Demand limits on compressor 

Total

energy

draw 

Different

compressors

draw different

amounts of

power 

demand =

speed of

compresso

r 

Responses to doing

controls and systems

together, or separate? 

Should do together

Combined is the way to go

might be more confusing for

consumers to do BOTH controls and

HVAC, too many options 

Thoughts 

maybe controls at the tstat OR

controls in the HVAC, but controls 
eitherway 

Should a unit be allowed to overcondition instead

of cycling? 

Savings mechanism - Good humidity

control 

avoid mode changes 

yes, extreme cases

of poor control

could result in shift

from cooling to

heating mode or

vice versa 

Most energy

used in core

changes but

unclear if all

savings are in

extremes 

yes, added 

consider time-of-use electricty rates

If consumer cost is

considered instead

of energy then a

different approach

js needed 

CEC is pushing

to flatten the

duck curve with

HVAC setpoints 

Remove auto

mode setting

(heating,

cooling ,auto) 

Performance

during shoulder

day (non-core) is

useful predictor for

equipment

controls design. 

Dave -

compressor

speeds will be

mfr specific,

wide range 

AHRI 1380 has

provisions to

control system

demand in

steps.. 

DR moreso

than EE 

Same strategy

as lower

capacity as

much as

possible 

Link to

voting form 

What do

you think? 

DOUBLE-CLICK TO

FOLLOW THE LINK 

Savings Refinement: Possible to

identify and filter out dehumidification

related activity during cooling? 

see Part 2 for

discussion of

product

grouping and

families 

Especially if

device is

designed to

predict outdoor

weather. 

setting up AC

setpoints in the

afternoon and

coasting

through the

evening. 

Fan

Control 
Humidity and Fan control can go hand in

hand. Good Humidity control can provide

similar comfort at higher ID set points.

Airflow should be well matched to system

operation/capacity to provide Humidity

control. 

The fan on every system affects humidity

control. Always 

Short

Cycling 
Brief

overcooling to

find moderate

capacity may

make sense 

Could be some savings for multistage if the

system is not properly sized. Oversizing can

use more energy if the homeowner raises the

thermostat to counteract short cycling. 

4B What's Next? 
Review Part 1, Add thoughts, Prepare for part 2, Monday April 
6th 

5 minutes 
AAttendees will receive a follow-up E-mail:ttendees will receive a follow-up E-mail:

connectedthermostats@energystar.gov

Feedback

wanted! 
Link to Notes: Workshop discussion

notes will be "locked" but you can

review and add your own thoughts, or

follow-up through e-mail

Monday, what to expect: A deeper dive

into discussion around viable concepts

to explore for savings metric(s) and

approach to recognition 

Proposals Welcome! If you have an

approach to the savings metric you

would like to include for discussion in

part 2, Let us know!  Y 
time on the agenda 

ou can even have 

Planned Discussion Topics for Monday

Metrics for Chosen Savings

Mechanisms: Futher discussion of how

to construct metrics for the most

favored savings mechanisms

Can we design a controls + HVAC 
program?:  Considerations and ideas

for a program that recognizes systems

instead of just controls.  

families will be critical. 
Product 

Definitions:  Refine definition of

communicating controller, or of system

if we end up going that way 

Other spec criteria that need

adjustment:  If other criteria (e.g.

standby power) need adjustment to

accommodate communicating

controllers 

https://forms.gle/swNcgrrXKTBGzhXz9


Exploring approaches to recognize

additional savings principles

Savings Mechanisms

3
Savings Mechanisms

Diccussion

What's important? How to recognize?

40 minutes

Four clearly ahead in Part 1 polling:

The Parking

Charging Lot

Keep HVAC in lower capacity

states when possible

Set back and set up when

possible

Avoid short cycling

Issues to consider with Mechanisms to Explore Further?

Energy Savings

"Fairness" between vendors

Feasibility & Reliability

Revisiting Stakeholder Perspectives
4A

Updating Prioritization of Savings Mechanisms

4
Workshop Part 2

Wrap-up

Capturing workshop participant

questions and responses

The Parking

Charging Lot

What Happens Next?
4B

Wrap-up

5 minutes

15 minutes

Attendees will receive a follow-up E-mail:

Link to Notes: Workshop discussion

notes will be "locked" but you can

review and add your own thoughts, or

follow-up through e-mail

Different mechanisms for

different equipment types

may be necessary

Attendees will receive a follow-up E-mail:

Actual savings are significant in each

home and/or apply to every home so

that the total savings are significant

Some products on the market are

significantly better at it than others

Affected by control strategies and algorithms

Able to be examined with either prescriptive

requirements (better to avoid) or with data

as we’ve talked about it

Can identify a reasonable

baseline to compare data to

Cast your

vote(s)!

What do

you think? 

(19 Votes)

(13 Votes)

(12 Votes)

Fan control (12 Votes)

Folks looking to make a strong case

for another savings mechanism:

Anyone want to make a strong case

for another savings mechanism?
?

Same?

I think we need to talk about duct system

efficiency in all of this. It can reduce benefit

of savings from lower stage operation,

could increase energy usage.

Agreement that

up to 30%

energy impact

due to

distribution

losses

Control can't impact

those losses... is it

helpful to find that

effect through the

controls recognition?

yes it's a real

effect, but it's

second order.

Can the metric

do that?

Are cycling losses not important?

Not as

much

important

now?

In Part 1, Lennox shared energy modeling

analysis that looked at the impact of controlling

dual capacity as if it were single capacity, led to

significant energy penalty. ~30% impact.

how to square

with Blasnik pt

about losses

due to higher

duct usage

runtimes

in real world

systems, the

impacts of

increased dist.

losses compared to

fan usage are

complex

I would suggest a

metric that correlates

variable capacity

system together with

cooling or heating

degree days

DHPs need to talk to a controller that works

with the secondary heating system, as they

do not have aux heat built-in.

Also only multi-head DHPs can  operate in

heating or not cooling one zone and

heating another zone at the same time

Can one look at

the data trends?

eg What

proportion of

capacity is being

delivered

Metric Drafting Begins!

Look for stakeholder outreach

Other System Types?

May convene separate forum with

champions of Zoned and/or dual fuel

systems 

Thinking need to develop groups/families of

t-stats/controllers that work with

single/multi-stage systems and variable speed

systems

agreement

from

participant

s

In some ways avoiding short cycling is more

primary, because keeping in low-capacity

could also be a product of oversizing.

Also avoids

problems with

equipment

failure and

controlling

humidity

May not be

as critical as

it once was

Turn off the

system and

components

were hot or

cold.

Also correct sizing, but how

does a controller account for

these?

LBNL report

43371, by

Iain Walker

It may be a

1st order

effect

Gains from

such systems

can be realized

only in certain

climates

If you keep the

ducts "warm"

and fill will cool

air, you increase

the load.

If system is run

at half capacity

twice

conductive

losses

could be up

to 100%

effect

Doesn't

include

distribution

losses in

ducts

M Blasnik Boilers

wont have

this

problem.

RE: Short

Cycling

If control works

well then

delivered

capacity is

stable

Look at

delivery

capacity for

metric

Systems are installed for comfort

first and energy savings are

secondary. 

Mark Modera found results consistent with Michael

Blasnik's comments, in lab experiments in 2019. I

don't have the citation handy. B. Harley

Link to

report

We have a fan

delay now to

warm up the

features

So where are we drawing the box? Is

it the CCS, as defined in draft 2 v6.0

of the AC/HP specification, or the

connected thermostat?

Or are we now going to consider

building types as well?

with short

cycling,

there is

some loss in

COP

Short cycling is

also a

component of

system sizing

Some

installations

maybe more

oversized

compared to

others

Looking at

temperature

difference

might be a

better choice?

Is % run time

close to design

conditions? Is it

reaching close to

full capacity?

Modera - hot

climate ducts with

Variable speed

cooling lab

simulation:

I think short-cycling and keeping HVAC in lower

capacity state can both be measured as a

short-term deviation in delivered capacity. If the

control is working poorly the delivered capacity

will oscillate.

I think short-cycling and

keeping HVAC in lower

capacity state can both be

measured as a short-term

deviation in delivered

capacity. If the control is

working poorly the

delivered capacity will

oscillate.

Yes. 100%

true.

we try to

choose a spec

level that won't

interfere with

performance

With regard to variable capacity HVAC systems, my

personal opinion is we should take advantage of an

existing industry standard, AHRI 1380, which was

published in April 2019, as a starting point. I like the

recommendation someone previoulsy made about this

connected thermostat specification being a subset of

the proposed connected criteria for ACs and HPs. 

ES answer is

that products

*will* perform

to consumer's

needs.

A study

measuring this

would be nice

to update our

understanding

AHRI 1380

involved

participation from

EPA, CEE, utilities

and labs in

addition to HVAC

OEMs.

Ideally the variable

capacity system

should operate at the

lower speed when the

outdoor temperature

(load) is less extreme

these systems

may have the

data needed for

this analysis

What are the

savings mech

affected by

the control?

We need to

decide which

mechanisms

are most

important

the only reason

building type

matters, is for

sampling

purposes

eg heatpump

system with ER

backup. Having

more setback isn't

energy savings

strategy

Would it make sense to create a

metric based on a short-term

measurement during peak

conditions?

What are we looking for?

Humidity Control?

Is this something all variable capacity can

be expected to do?

running it

as little as

possible

often includes "air

cleaning/filtration

"

Only for

ducted

systems

Humidity control

for the

equipment or

the conditioned

area?

could the

controller

detect air

quality/filtration

in the system?

could be

larger overall

load than

cooling load

no. It would

have to be

user

feedback

driven

could see

"continuous

fan" but don't

know why...

cannot tell

whether for a

good reason or

not (except

some special

cases)

Also some

instalation

standard by HVAC

installer when high

eff filters are being

used

Link to vote in

webinar chat box

https://forms.gle/8KSMMTZACusbNimZ8

If there is a

refrigerant leak

event, fan may run

continuously for

safety reasons

Controller

would know

why this is

happening

I think getting into fan control is

problematic ... the customer is wanting

to deliver some function when they are

running it (air cleaning, avoiding

stratification, fresh air ventilation) ...

don't understand why you would

penalize these functions in the

procedure

humidity control wasn't my idea, but it is conceivable that delivering a lower

humidity may make the homeowner more comfortable with higher

temperature setpoint. From that standpoint, I can see how humidity control

could be a valuable savings tool.

Potentially another 2-hours to explore these ideas

Note: ran out of time to discuss...

NOTE: safety

measure for

newer, slightly

flammable

refrigerants

NOTE: refer to

system discussion

(Section 2 at left) for

acknowledgement of

interrelated issues

See Part 1

scope

discussion:

link below

Keep in lower

capacity &

avoid short

cycling: 18

Set back and

set up when

possible: 17

Lockout

Temperatures:

13

Fan

Control: 8

Humidity

Control: 8

Part 2 Workshop Survey Results

5 10 15

18

13

8

8

17

Page 1 

Background, System Types, Available Data
1A Main Themes & Follow-ups 

1 In case you missed it ...

Carrying forward key context &  concepts 

Part 1: Review & Other Items 

Connected Thermostats 

Workshop Part 2 -  April 6th, 2020

Communicating Controls for Variable Capacity HVAC The simple choice for

energy efficiency 

ENERGY STAR 

The Parking

Charging Lot 15 minutes 

Questions for Whole Systems: 

2 Program Design Discussion

Questions for Whole Systems:

Product Familes 

20 minutes 

The Parking

Charging Lot 

Workshop

Participants Total

Count 

64% 
HV AC & Controls

Product Providers

& Mfrs. 

0%
3rd-Party

Thermostat

Providers 

7%
EE Program

Sponsor 

4%
Certification

Body 

25%
Other 

42 

Champions for

Other HVAC System 
Types 

Could you help me better understand how the draft

version of this specification will separate itself from

the connected criteria being proposed in v6.0 of

the AC/HP draft specification? I'm trying to better

understand if we need to be mindful of ovelapping

requirements. 

Zoned Systems 

Dual Fuel Systems 

Dave

Winningha

m 

Diane

Jakobs 

Device Criteria, Products,

Challenges & Additions 

1B Discussion:  Other specification adjustments 

15 minutes 

Standby Power 

Device Criteria 

"Anything else to add specific

to communicating controllers?" 

Static Temperature Accuracy

Disconnected Performance

(works like a "dumb" thermostat) 

Provide mechanism for scheduling

Product (control device + service) 

Energy feedback to consumer

Data collection as needed for

field savings evaluation

DR capability (AHRI 1380 for

communicating controls?) 

"Which of these are likely to be problematic? 

Product Families 

Which things need to be specified for each? 

Number of combinations that must be

considered: what would be covered under

one certification? 

(heating, cooling, control, etc.) 

How many of each thing are there?

(i.e. not all active products are variable speed) 

Can HVAC be grouped into basic models for

this purpose, for example?

(Are there several roughly equivalent controls?) 

FIRST LEVEL OF GROUPING 

Different products can be grouped into one population for field data

analysis, determined by product similarity in terms of the metric(s) chosen

SECOND LEVEL OF GROUPING 

Can be problems with distribution

on variable speed equipment.  The 
possibility to balance multiple 
temperature sensors 

ok. thanks

for the

feedback! 

Where is the controls verification

procedure published? 

Version 6

draft spec 

CVP 
Questions

Release from

ENERGY STAR 
to CAC heat

pump

stakeholder list 

CAC-HP

Product

Development

Webpage 

Dave

Winningha

m 

Depends on

whether we are

recognizing just

controls or

controls + HVAC 

yes, we do

need to be

mindful of

overlapping

requirements 

Many studies

have shown not

all var. cap. 
systems

achieve

efficiency 

Jeff

Whitelaw 

Jeff

Whitelaw 

Jeff 
Stewart 

Jeff 
Stewart 

John

Hughes 

John

Hughes 

e.g. 3W or

lower 

Comment: I think that we should stay away

from "Estimated Power Draw" as this is not a

factual data point 

Comment: Note that there may be

multiple indoor temperatures

We deal with

this for

controllers of

fixed capacity

systems 

Power limitation of <3W is going to be difficult

to obtain when there may be the power of the

AC unit controller in addition to the

thermostat 

It's pretty much the runtime

reduction requirement that

excludes our communicating

thermostats, when paired with

variable capacity equipment. 

e.g. multiple

sensors on a

single

thermostat 

whichever temp

is driving on/off

should be the

indoor

temperature 

What's meant by energy feedback to

customer? kWh, number of leafs, reduced run

time?
yes, we

were

deliberately

vague 

for

consumers to

get

actionable

feedback 

I didn't see modulation % listed? 

Depends

on data

available 

in both cases

would be

compared to

max. 

Wont need

an absolute 

The need for an Energy Star thermostat with an

Energy Star HP or AC and Furnace is not clear. 

Comment:

Yes, why

would it

matter? 

Not the best

choice for

variable

capacity

systems 

thanks,

that's

helpful! 

Standby power is insignificant to overall

power consumed by the HVAC system. 
Standby should be set at a level that allows

for constant communication and future

innovations that can be provided by those

communications. 

both the controller and thermostat

<3W combined. will be difficult 

3 watts are a problem for full communicating

systems with enhanced system capability 

Standby

Power

Comments 

no problem if the 3W req is only on the wall

thermostat 

If everything is

communicating

and is

proprietary

where do you

put software? 

What

information

is being

shared? 

Is it ENERGY STAR t-stats or

the Nest and Ecobee units? 

What value will

ES add for

communicatin

g systems? 

Yes, 3rd party

tstats getting

requirement, but

what if whole

system is taking

care of it? 

Rebates are

valuable to

consumers

and mfrs. 

Perhaps we could simply require the

thermostat be capable of meeting the optional

controls requirements in E*v6? In other words,

make this spec a subset of the other spec? 

Both are

ENERGY 
STAR

certified... 

Fixed

capacity

equipment

uses more

energy 

Evidence that field

installations are

delivering well in

case of fixed

capacity systems 

Looking at T-stats added to existing

equipment or t-stats installed with

new heating systems? 

Benefits:

Fan

settings

are right? 

How will Energy Star differentiate between fixed

capacity versus variable capacity systems? Will

there by Energy Star level 1 and level 2?

It's not

clear that

we need to 

for consumers,

if all have the

ES cert, then

the distortion is

removed 

we may be

able to do

more than

that 

It would miss

product

efficiency

gains 

Not addressed in time allotted: 

It is normal for one mode to be

single speed and the other mode

variable.  Modulating furnace and

single speed AC.  Depends on 
climate 

I like the idea

of ES System 

System has to include

compressor, indoor

blower and thermostat 

Not all E* t-stats are equal. FIxed, staged

and variable speed. Many work with

fixed and staged, but not variable speed 

Furnace is the burner

blower with AC system 

Communicating controllers for Furnaces or Heating

only systems can be beneficial. There are climates

that are heating only which can be performance

optimized through communications. Direct heating

efficiency impact is minor if set up properly but

insuring proper setup, performance monitoring and

diagnostics can provide energy saving.. 

interesting:

as a way to

address dist.

problems 

This argues that

for FF systems,

focus on what's

available to

optimize 

maybe this isn't 
field data,

rather a req.

based on

system

functionality 

Can there be a two criteria (1) Connected

thermostats (2) Connected HVAC (a 
combination of indoor, outdoor &

thermostat)

This is

what we

are asking? 

I would suggest separating these

proposals into "must haves," and

"nice to haves" or "optional"

agreed, good

way to guide

the

conversation 

I agree with the previous statement that

features to validate proper setup and

commissioning are valuable to delivering the

expected performance to the customer. 

The number of combinations isn't large in the higher price

ranges. When you get into higher performance

equipment, there aren't a lot of options from

manufacturers. Just sizing. Didn't have 4 or 5 different

coil combinations. 

In warmer

climates,

they have

options 

I you wanted an

economical

furnace, with

high-eff VC AC,

how does the

controller control

the furnace? 

If the AC is

communicating,

and the

controller is

communicating..

.. 

Does it have

relays or

controls

board does

it? 

Could be

either 

Thermal

efficiency

vs blower? 

Furnace be

ES certified

might be a

requirement 

I would suggest we

focus on overall

performance

requirements versus

being overly

prescriptive. 

How many new furnaces are

manufactured with single speed

blowers? Thinking it's a small fraction 

needs to be

rational with

rest of ES; and

give consumer

value 

agreed 

Instead of trying to incentivize a 'control'

that could be anywhere (may be nothing

'on the wall' except a sensor). Why not

have an enhanced system program that

incentivizes energy saving strategies such

as setback? 

Yes! that's

what we're

exploring 

looking at

logistics of

tracking various

parts of the

system 

how much

effort

would it

take? 

I'm afraid if we get into listing

combinations, there will be too much

overlap with E*v6 for HVAC equipment.

That's why I proposed making this a

subset of the overall system

specification. 

The v6 CAC-HP

proposal only

includes a very

low temp

verification 

Both 

heating and

cooling

performance

evaluated

separately 

it is not clear

that

completely

answers the

concern 

CAN YOU

CLARIFY

THIS

QUESTION

PLEASE? 
From my perspective there is value to have the

Thermostat of Variable Capacity Communicating

systems but the value needs to exceed the burden

i.e to particpate to make it meaningful 

THIS MAY 
BELONG IN

"DATA AVAIL.

DISCUSSION

" 

See discussion above 

PART 2 



Page 1

Background, System Types, Available Data
1A

Main Themes & Follow-ups

1 In case you missed it ...

Carrying forward key context &  concepts 

Part 1: Review & Other Items

Connected Thermostats

Workshop Part 2 -  April 6th, 2020

Communicating Controls for Variable Capacity HVACThe simple choice for

energy efficiency

ENERGY STAR

The Parking

Charging Lot
15 minutes

Questions for Whole Systems: 

2
Program Design Discussion

Questions for Whole Systems:

Product Familes

20 minutes

The Parking

Charging Lot

Workshop

Participants Total

Count

64%
HVAC & Controls

Product Providers

& Mfrs.

0%
3rd-Party

Thermostat

Providers 

The Parking

Charging Lot

7%
EE Program

Sponsor

4%
Certification

Body

25%
Other

42

Champions for

Other HVAC System

Types

Could you help me better understand how the draft

version of this specification will separate itself from

the connected criteria being proposed in v6.0 of

the AC/HP draft specification? I'm trying to better

understand if we need to be mindful of ovelapping

requirements.

Zoned Systems

Dual Fuel Systems

Dave

Winningha

m

Diane

Jakobs

Device Criteria, Products,

Challenges & Additions

1B
Discussion:  Other specification adjustments

15 minutes

Standby Power

Device Criteria

"Anything else to add specific

to communicating controllers?"

Static Temperature Accuracy

Disconnected Performance

(works like a "dumb" thermostat)

Provide mechanism for scheduling

Product (control device + service)

Energy feedback to consumer

Data collection as needed for

field savings evaluation

DR capability (AHRI 1380 for

communicating controls?)

"Which of these are likely to be problematic?

Product Families

Which things need to be specified for each? 

Number of combinations that must be

considered: what would be covered under

one certification?

(heating, cooling, control, etc.)

How many of each thing are there?

(i.e. not all active products are variable speed)

Can HVAC be grouped into basic models for

this purpose, for example?

(Are there several roughly equivalent controls?)

FIRST LEVEL OF GROUPING

Different products can be grouped into one population for field data

analysis, determined by product similarity in terms of the metric(s) chosen

SECOND LEVEL OF GROUPING

Can be problems with distribution

on variable speed equipment.  The

possibility to balance multiple

temperature sensors 

ok. thanks

for the

feedback!

Where is the controls verification

procedure published?

Version 6

draft spec

CVP

Questions

Release from

ENERGY STAR

to CAC heat

pump

stakeholder list

CAC-HP

Product

Development

Webpage

Dave

Winningha

m

Depends on

whether we are

recognizing just

controls or

controls + HVAC

yes, we do

need to be

mindful of

overlapping

requirements

Many studies

have shown not

all var. cap.

systems

achieve

efficiency

Jeff

Whitelaw

Jeff

Whitelaw

Jeff

Stewart

Jeff

Stewart

John

Hughes

John

Hughes

e.g. 3W or

lower

Comment: I think that we should stay away

from "Estimated Power Draw" as this is not a

factual data point

Comment: Note that there may be

multiple indoor temperatures

We deal with

this for

controllers of

fixed capacity

systems

Power limitation of <3W is going to be difficult

to obtain when there may be the power of the

AC unit controller in addition to the

thermostat

It's pretty much the runtime

reduction requirement that

excludes our communicating

thermostats, when paired with

variable capacity equipment.

e.g. multiple

sensors on a

single

thermostat

whichever temp

is driving on/off

should be the

indoor

temperature

What's meant by energy feedback to

customer? kWh, number of leafs, reduced run

time?
yes, we

were

deliberately

vague

for

consumers to

get

actionable

feedback

I didn't see modulation % listed?

Depends

on data

available

in both cases

would be

compared to

max.

Wont need

an absolute

The need for an Energy Star thermostat with an

Energy Star HP or AC and Furnace is not clear.

Comment:

Yes, why

would it

matter?

Not the best

choice for

variable

capacity

systems

thanks,

that's

helpful!

Standby power is insignificant to overall

power consumed by the HVAC system.

Standby should be set at a level that allows

for constant communication and future

innovations that can be provided by those

communications.

both the controller and thermostat

<3W combined. will be difficult

3 watts are a problem for full communicating

systems with enhanced system capability

Standby

Power

Comments

no problem if the 3W req is only on the wall

thermostat

If everything is

communicating

and is

proprietary

where do you

put software?

What

information

is being

shared?

Is it ENERGY STAR t-stats or

the Nest and Ecobee units?

What value will

ES add for

communicatin

g systems?

Yes, 3rd party

tstats getting

requirement, but

what if whole

system is taking

care of it?

Rebates are

valuable to

consumers

and mfrs.

Perhaps we could simply require the

thermostat be capable of meeting the optional

controls requirements in E*v6? In other words,

make this spec a subset of the other spec?

Both are

ENERGY

STAR

certified...

Fixed

capacity

equipment

uses more

energy

Evidence that field

installations are

delivering well in

case of fixed

capacity systems

Looking at T-stats added to existing

equipment or t-stats installed with

new heating systems?

Benefits:

Fan

settings

are right?

How will Energy Star differentiate between fixed

capacity versus variable capacity systems? Will

there by Energy Star level 1 and level 2?

It's not

clear that

we need to

for consumers,

if all have the

ES cert, then

the distortion is

removed

we may be

able to do

more than

that

It would miss

product

efficiency

gains

Not addressed in time allotted:

It is normal for one mode to be

single speed and the other mode

variable.  Modulating furnace and

single speed AC.  Depends on

climate

I like the idea

of ES System

System has to include

compressor, indoor

blower and thermostat

Not all E* t-stats are equal. FIxed, staged

and variable speed. Many work with

fixed and staged, but not variable speed

Furnace is the burner

blower with AC system

Communicating controllers for Furnaces or Heating

only systems can be beneficial. There are climates

that are heating only which can be performance

optimized through communications. Direct heating

efficiency impact is minor if set up properly but

insuring proper setup, performance monitoring and

diagnostics can provide energy saving..

interesting:

as a way to

address dist.

problems

This argues that

for FF systems,

focus on what's

available to

optimize

maybe this isn't

field data,

rather a req.

based on

system

functionality

Can there be a two criteria (1) Connected

thermostats (2) Connected HVAC (a

combination of indoor, outdoor &

thermostat)

This is

what we

are asking?

I would suggest separating these

proposals into "must haves," and

"nice to haves" or "optional"

agreed, good

way to guide

the

conversation

I agree with the previous statement that

features to validate proper setup and

commissioning are valuable to delivering the

expected performance to the customer.

The number of combinations isn't large in the higher price

ranges. When you get into higher performance

equipment, there aren't a lot of options from

manufacturers. Just sizing. Didn't have 4 or 5 different

coil combinations.

In warmer

climates,

they have

options

I you wanted an

economical

furnace, with

high-eff VC AC,

how does the

controller control

the furnace?

If the AC is

communicating,

and the

controller is

communicating..

..

Does it have

relays or

controls

board does

it?

Could be

either

Thermal

efficiency

vs blower?

Furnace be

ES certified

might be a

requirement

I would suggest we

focus on overall

performance

requirements versus

being overly

prescriptive.

How many new furnaces are

manufactured with single speed

blowers? Thinking it's a small fraction

needs to be

rational with

rest of ES; and

give consumer

value

agreed

Instead of trying to incentivize a 'control'

that could be anywhere (may be nothing

'on the wall' except a sensor). Why not

have an enhanced system program that

incentivizes energy saving strategies such

as setback?

Yes! that's

what we're

exploring

looking at

logistics of

tracking various

parts of the

system

how much

effort

would it

take?

I'm afraid if we get into listing

combinations, there will be too much

overlap with E*v6 for HVAC equipment.

That's why I proposed making this a

subset of the overall system

specification.

The v6 CAC-HP

proposal only

includes a very

low temp

verification

Both

heating and

cooling

performance

evaluated

separately

it is not clear

that

completely

answers the

concern

CAN YOU

CLARIFY

THIS

QUESTION

PLEASE?

From my perspective there is value to have the

Thermostat of Variable Capacity Communicating

systems but the value needs to exceed the burden

i.e to particpate to make it meaningful

THIS MAY

BELONG IN

"DATA AVAIL.

DISCUSSION

"

See discussion above

PART 2

Exploring approaches to recognize

additional savings principles

Savings Mechanisms 

3 Savings Mechanisms

Diccussion

What's important? How to recognize? 

40 minutes 
Four clearly ahead in Part 1 polling: 

The Parking

Charging Lot 

Keep HVAC in lower capacity

states when possible 

Set back and set up when

possible 

Avoid short cycling 

(19 Votes) 

(13 Votes) 

(12 Votes) 

Fan control (12 Votes) 

Folks looking to make a strong case

for another savings mechanism: 

Anyone want to make a strong case

for another savings mechanism? ? 

Same? 

I think we need to talk about duct system

efficiency in all of this. It can reduce benefit

of savings from lower stage operation,

could increase energy usage. 

Agreement that

up to 30%

energy impact

due to

distribution

losses 

Control can't impact

those losses... is it

helpful to find that

effect through the

controls recognition? 

yes it's a real

effect, but it's

second order.

Can the metric

do that? 

Are cycling losses not important?

Not as

much

important

now? 

In Part 1, Lennox shared energy modeling

analysis that looked at the impact of controlling

dual capacity as if it were single capacity, led to

significant energy penalty. ~30% impact.

how to square

with Blasnik pt

about losses

due to higher

duct usage

runtimes 

in real world

systems, the

impacts of

increased dist.

losses compared to

fan usage are

complex 

I would suggest a

metric that correlates

variable capacity

system together with

cooling or heating

degree days 

DHPs need to talk to a controller that works

with the secondary heating system, as they

do not have aux heat built-in.

Also only multi-head DHPs can  operate in

heating or not cooling one zone and

heating another zone at the same time 

Can one look at

the data trends? 
eg What

proportion of

capacity is being

delivered 

Thinking need to develop groups/families of

t-stats/controllers that work with

single/multi-stage systems and variable speed

systems 

agreement

from

participant

s 

In some ways avoiding short cycling is more

primary, because keeping in low-capacity

could also be a product of oversizing.

Also avoids

problems with

equipment

failure and

controlling

humidity 

May not be

as critical as

it once was 

Turn off the

system and

components

were hot or

cold. 

Also correct sizing, but how

does a controller account for

these? 

LBNL report

43371, by

Iain Walker 

It may be a

1st order

effect 

Gains from

such systems

can be realized

only in certain

climates 

If you keep the

ducts "warm" 
and fill will cool

air, you increase

the load. 

If system is run

at half capacity

twice

conductive

losses 

could be up

to 100%

effect 

Doesn't

include

distribution

losses in

ducts 

M Blasnik Boilers

wont have

this

problem. 

RE: Short

Cycling 

If control works

well then

delivered

capacity is

stable 

Look at

delivery

capacity for

metric 

Systems are installed for comfort

first and energy savings are

secondary. 

Mark Modera found results consistent with Michael

Blasnik's comments, in lab experiments in 2019. I

don't have the citation handy. B. Harley 

Link to

report 

We have a fan

delay now to

warm up the

features 

So where are we drawing the box? Is

it the CCS, as defined in draft 2 v6.0

of the AC/HP specification, or the

connected thermostat?

Or are we now going to consider

building types as well? 

with short

cycling,

there is

some loss in

COP 

Short cycling is

also a

component of

system sizing 

Some

installations

maybe more

oversized

compared to

others 

Looking at

temperature

difference

might be a

better choice? 

Is % run time

close to design

conditions? Is it

reaching close to

full capacity? 

Modera - hot

climate ducts with

Variable speed

cooling lab

simulation: 

I think short-cycling and keeping HVAC in lower

capacity state can both be measured as a

short-term deviation in delivered capacity. If the

control is working poorly the delivered capacity

will oscillate. 

I think short-cycling and

keeping HVAC in lower

capacity state can both be

measured as a short-term

deviation in delivered

capacity. If the control is

working poorly the

delivered capacity will

oscillate. 

Yes. 100%

true. 

we try to

choose a spec

level that won't

interfere with

performance 

With regard to variable capacity HVAC systems, my

personal opinion is we should take advantage of an

existing industry standard, AHRI 1380, which was

published in April 2019, as a starting point. I like the

recommendation someone previoulsy made about this

connected thermostat specification being a subset of

the proposed connected criteria for ACs and HPs. 

ES answer is

that products

*will* perform

to consumer's

needs. 

A study

measuring this

would be nice

to update our

understanding 

AHRI 1380

involved

participation from

EPA, CEE, utilities

and labs in

addition to HVAC 
OEMs. 

Ideally the variable

capacity system

should operate at the

lower speed when the

outdoor temperature

(load) is less extreme 

these systems

may have the

data needed for

this analysis 

What are the

savings mech

affected by

the control? 

We need to

decide which

mechanisms

are most

important 

the only reason

building type

matters, is for

sampling

purposes 

eg heatpump

system with ER

backup. Having

more setback isn't 
energy savings

strategy 

Would it make sense to create a

metric based on a short-term

measurement during peak

conditions? 

What are we looking for? 

Humidity Control? 

Is this something all variable capacity can

be expected to do? 

running it

as little as

possible 

often includes "air

cleaning/filtration

" 

Only for

ducted

systems 

Humidity control

for the

equipment or

the conditioned

area? 

could the

controller

detect air

quality/filtration

in the system? 

could be

larger overall

load than

cooling load 

no. It would

have to be

user

feedback

driven 

could see

"continuous

fan" but don't

know why... 

cannot tell

whether for a

good reason or

not (except

some special

cases) 

Also some

instalation

standard by HVAC

installer when high

eff filters are being

used 

If there is a

refrigerant leak

event, fan may run

continuously for

safety reasons 

Controller

would know

why this is

happening 

I think getting into fan control is

problematic ... the customer is wanting

to deliver some function when they are

running it (air cleaning, avoiding

stratification, fresh air ventilation) ...

don't understand why you would

penalize these functions in the

procedure 

humidity control wasn't my idea, but it is conceivable that delivering a lower

humidity may make the homeowner more comfortable with higher

temperature setpoint. From that standpoint, I can see how humidity control

could be a valuable savings tool. 

Note: ran out of time to discuss... 

NOTE: safety

measure for

newer, slightly

flammable

refrigerants 

NOTE: refer to

system discussion

(Section 2 at left) for

acknowledgement of

interrelated issues 

See Part 1

scope

discussion:

link below 

4
orkshop Part 2W

Wrap-up

Capturing workshop participant

questions and responses 

5 minutes

4A Updating Prioritization of Savings Mechanisms

evisiting Stakeholder Perspectives R 

Issues to consider with Mechanisms to Explore Further?

Energy Savings Affected by control strategies and algorithms

"Fairness" between vendors Able to be examined with either prescriptive

Cast your

vote(s)! 
What do

requirements (better to avoid) or with data

you think? 

Feasibility & Reliability 
as we’ve talked about it 

Different mechanisms for
Some products on the market are

Link to vote in
different equipment types

significantly better at it than others webinar chat box
may be necessary 

Actual savings are significant in each https://forms.gle/8KSMMTZACusbNimZ8 Can identify a reasonable

home and/or apply to every home sobaseline to compare data to 
that the total savings are significant 

Part 2 Workshop Survey Results

Keep in lower

capacity &

avoid short

cycling: 18 

Set back and

set up when

possible: 17 

Lockout 
Temperatures:

13 

Fan

Control: 8 

Humidity

Control: 8 

5 10 15 

18 

13 

8 

8 

17 

What Happens Next?
4B Wrap-up 

15 minutes 
AAttendees will receive a follow-up E-mail:ttendees will receive a follow-up E-mail: 

Link to Notes: Workshop discussion

notes will be "locked" but you can

review and add your own thoughts, or

follow-up through e-mail 

Potentially another 2-hours to explore these ideas 

Metric Drafting Begins!

Look for stakeholder outreach 

Other System Types?

May convene separate forum with

champions of Zoned and/or dual fuel

systems 




